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OVERVIEW
As part of the Forward SGF initiative to establish a new
Comprehensive Plan, the City of Springfield initiated and
funded an updated plan for Commercial Street. Recognizing
Commercial Street’s unique position in Springfield as a
cherished historic district and destination attraction for the
entire city, the 2021 Commercial Street Plan builds upon the
last comprehensive planning strategy that was prepared in
2006.
A great deal has changed in the Commercial Street Historic
District in the past 15 years, and a new plan is needed

to guide the district through the next 20 years. To assist
the City and Commercial Street stakeholders to complete
the Commercial Street Plan, Denver-based Progressive
Urban Management Associates (P.U.M.A.) was engaged.
P.U.M.A., a firm specializing in community planning and
development, brought familiarity with Commercial Street,
having worked on past planning efforts in Springfield’s
center city area. The Commercial Street Plan, while
conducted in a separate independent process, will be an
integrated, contributing element of the overall Forward SGF
Comprehensive Plan.

PLANNING PROCESS
The six-month planning process was completed in the fall of 2020 through early 2021. Despite challenges brought upon by
the COVID-19 pandemic, there was strong participation from Commercial Street stakeholders and the community at-large.
Key elements of the process included:

COMMERCIAL STREET PLAN
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
To help guide the planners, a
13-member Advisory Committee
was formed with members that
represented diversity by business
type and geography, and residents.

COMMERCIAL STREET
STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH

This step engaged a variety of
Commercial Street stakeholders,
including business owners,
property owners, district advocates,
residents, and City of Springfield
representatives. Outreach consisted
primarily of one-on-one interviews,
held virtually due to COVID-19
considerations.

COMMUNITY SURVEY

An online survey was open to the
public with the goal of gathering
information from a broad audience
about their experience and desires
for Commercial Street. The
survey collected 691 responses,
representing a strong cross-section
of the Springfield community.
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MARKET PROFILE

Concurrently, a market profile was
completed to help inform the plan.
The market profile compiled data
from various sources to help identify
opportunities and challenges for
Commercial Street, now and in the
future. The market profile also takes
a dive into data for Commercial
Street’s “in-place” market which
consists of the five surrounding
neighborhoods that are adjacent to
the district.

ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW

To set the stage for plan
implementation, the three major
organizations that serve Commercial
Street, including the Community
Improvement District (CID),
Commercial Club and the Merchants
Association were engaged. City
of Springfield resources, staffing
deployment, policies and precedents
were evaluated.
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KEY THEMES AND IMPRESSIONS
The planning process revealed the following key themes and impressions.

COMMERCIAL STREET
STAKEHOLDERS
•

•

•
•

Commercial Street has evolved into a
unique destination within Springfield and the
region, and the Street’s transformation has
accelerated over the past 15 years.
Repair and reopening of the historic
Jefferson Avenue Footbridge, which connects
Commercial Street to adjacent neighborhoods,
is arguably the top priority for property and
business owners.
Parking availability and the experience
of arriving in the district are perceived as
problematic.
The multiple organizations along Commercial
Street offer many options for stakeholders to
be involved, but the Street could benefit from
a more efficient and unified alignment among
them.

MARKET PROFILE
•

•
•
•

The dynamics of development on Commercial
Street continue to change and evolve – the
Street is now characterized by a strong
active core and edges that remain to be
redeveloped.
Commercial Street has an artisan
manufacturing and maker ethos that should be
embraced and encouraged in the future.
As the Street continues to thrive, displacement
is expected to become a concern for small,
independent businesses.
Attracting more residents immediately on, and
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•

adjacent to, Commercial Street will provide
multiple benefits.
Adjacent neighborhoods offer both workers
and residents that can be served by
Commercial Street.

COMMUNITY SURVEY
•

•

•

•

•

Prior to the pandemic a majority of
respondents visited Commercial Street
twice a month or more. Primary attractions
were restaurants, bars and coffee shops,
followed by shopping, art galleries, events and
festivals.
Once past the pandemic, 37% of respondents
plan to visit Commercial Street more
frequently, including 50% of respondents from
the North Springfield zip codes.
The six most common words to describe a
vision for Commercial Street in the year 2030
were vibrant, historic, safe, diverse, fun and
eclectic.
Top priorities for improving the experience
on Commercial Street include redeveloping
and repurposing vacant buildings and
lots, improving conditions in adjacent
neighborhoods, maintaining the “Main Street”
feel of locally-owned, independent businesses,
and ensuring that Commercial Street is
diverse and welcoming to all.
Top priorities for public improvements
include providing financial support for small
businesses and opening the Jefferson Avenue
Footbridge.
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COMMERCIAL STREET GOALS AND PRIORITIES
Commercial Street has entered a new phase in its evolution. It is now an active dining, shopping, arts and events district
that has grown into a destination for a steadily increasing mix of Springfield residents and regional visitors. Over the next
two decades, these trends are expected to continue. To help manage and shape the district’s future, the 2021 Commercial
Street Plan offers the following guiding principles, goals and transformative priority projects.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES (Commercial Street will...)
Remain diverse and welcoming to all
Offer varied and memorable experiences
Build on its historic architecture and connections to rail heritage
Continue to evolve into a regional destination for all of Springfield and its visitors
Strengthen connections with its surrounding neighborhoods, both physically and economically
Work effectively and collaboratively with the City towards common goals for the Street

GOALS OF THE 2021 COMMERCIAL STREET PLAN

GOAL 1

Guide the growth of, and
investment into, a thriving
mixed-use district

GOAL 2
Create a comfortable
environment for people, full
of memorable experiences

GOAL 4

Build on Commercial
Street’s maker ethos
and strength in artisan
manufacturing

GOAL 5
Cultivate events,
programming and
marketing that brings
people to Commercial
Street and build the
district’s identity

GOAL 3
Improve physical
connectivity and access
to and from Commercial
Street
Photos from: City of Springfield and Collette Studios
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TRANSFORMATIVE PRIORITY
PROJECTS
The 2021 Commercial Street Plan identifies nearly 40
tactical projects, policies and public investments to
meet its goals. Ten of these projects are considered
“transformative” with the potential to positively advance
Commercial Street in the initial implementation phase
(i.e. next five years) of the plan. These projects
include:

Redevelop and activate the Missouri Hotel
and its surrounding block of properties (Goal
1)
Complete streetscape enhancements
throughout the district, including extensions
to the east and west, and along north-south
corridors connecting to Commercial Street
(Goal 2)
Ensure the district is well-lit, incorporating
lighting that is both functional and decorative
(Goal 2)
Create a functional outdoor, activated
greenspace on Commercial Street, such as
a pocket park, dog park and/or children’s
playground (Goal 2)
Complete Blaine Street improvements
to transform it into a district asset and
comfortable pedestrian environment. (Goal 2)

IMPLEMENTATION

To implement the 2021 Commercial Street Plan,
recommendations are offered to build capacity and cohesion
among the district’s organizations, and generate additional
resources and revenues.

ORGANIZATIONAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•
•

•

RESOURCE AND REVENUE
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Rehabilitate and reopen the Jefferson Avenue
Footbridge (Goal 3)
Complete enhancements to all public surface
parking lots to ensure they are well designed,
lit, maintained and offer a comfortable
experience for visitors (Goal 3)
Create Historic Commercial Street gateways
at key access points to the district (Goal 3)

•

•

Create a shared making/creating space for
community use (Goal 4)
Continue to grow the C-Street City Market,
and utilize the market space as a place for
additional events. As feasible, consider
expansion of the Market to year-round, longer
hours, additional days, or special “night”
markets. (Goal 5)
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Support the roles for each of the existing
organizations (i.e. CID, Commercial Club
and Merchants Association) as unique and
important.
Build capacity for the CID, including parttime staff to support the volunteer board.
Establish a new Coordinating Council
that brings representatives from the three
organizations together with city staff to
improve efficiency for solving resource
allocation and policy decisions, and to
serve as the “Keeper of the Plan” to
monitor implementation of the Commercial
Street Plan.
Appoint a single City staff point-of-contact
to further streamline efficiencies. The pointof-contact should be from the Economic
Development Office to provide coordination
and leverage with tax increment financing
(TIF) policies and expenditures.

•

To increase revenue for the CID, a special
assessment based on real property should
be explored. Compelling reasons for
the special assessment include adding
property owners to the CID mix, diversifying
CID revenue, building capacity for the CID
to tackle a wider array of district services
and improvements and preparing for the
eventual expiration of TIF.
Establish an in-lieu financial contribution
from the City of Springfield to support the
CID, similar to the city’s existing practice in
downtown.
Focus City small business support
resources on Commercial Street to
strengthen existing and attract new
community-serving businesses.
Prioritize the use of TIF to carry out
transformative priority projects from this
plan.

BENCHMARKS FOR SUCCESS
The plan offers a series of benchmarks, or
metrics, to measure the success of plan
implementation over time.
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